Monte Carlo calculations of relative yield of ,-K and p secondaries from cylindrical current-carrying production targets in high energy proton beams are presented. The results show that the expected focusing effect can increase the secondary intensity within the acceptance of a secondary beam by significant factors--in some cases two or more--with currents in the 15-to-25 kA range. These currents are readily obtainable from pulsed power supplies. For dc operation currents of this magnitude appear possible from existing power supplies and for targets of small transverse dimensions such as 2 mm radius Ag.
Introduction
In accelerator operations the machine performance is usually measured by the intensity of particles delivered to the production target with minimum size and time structure. From the point of view of the experiment, however, the figure of merit is often the signalto-background ratio which limits the number of events per unit time which can be accepted. Efforts to optimize this ratio are usually directed at design of secondary beams of maximum acceptance for the desired particle and momentum. In the present paper we explore the problem of production target efficiency which is concerned with the number of secondaries per incident particle within the secondary beam acceptance. As a model we used the solid angle acceptance 62 13 (1) where po is the momentum of the incident particle.
For secondaries used in this report the constants are given in Sanford and Wang's report. 7 The radial and longitudinal equations of motion of the particle in cylindrical coordinates are ri + K1ir = 0
where K1= q%oI/2TrMR2 and K2 = qpoI/2TrM. We assume no azimuthal motion, i.e. 0 = 0. M is the total relativistic mass of the secondary. Equations (2) are integrated along the length L of the target from Z = ZR to Z = L. The particle Ys is then added,to the contents of a bin in an angle and momentum grid and the total yield Ytot is proportional to the sum of the contents of bins within a specified angle range emax -emin and
We first calculated Eq. (3) for 800 MeV/c K for various currents and lengths in a Budker target of silver and platinum of radius R = 1 mm. The results are summarized in Tables I and II and show (3) and low momentum secondaries such as 200 MeV/c rr we see a sharp peak near 20 kA. The drop in yield at higher current is the result of over-focusing where the secondary is bent out of the acceptance of the secondary beam. The enhancement in yield of 200 MeV TT with I = 15 kA is -2.8. 20  25  30  35  40  50  60  70  80  90   3825  2727  2232  2356  3432  8199  4885  3381  2865  5527  8564  5464  3859  3596  5311  10579  5586  4937  4706  6126  8714  6448  5241  4190  7717  5602  4856  4656  8481  5485  4944  5770  8399  4443  5097  5794  5775  4428  4838  4826  5614  4810   4911   5033  6368  5243  4685  4479  5022  4166  5035  4059  4649  5149  4470  4282  4064  4616  4583  4210 At lower incident proton momentum the effects are similar to those at 28.5 GeV/c but less pronounced. In Table VI for 13 GeV/c protons on an L = 10 cm Pt target we see that for I = 25 kA the yield enhancement of K for R = 0.1 mm is 1.7. We assume in these calculations that the R = 0.1 mm behavior is the expected yield when the beam and target radii are comparable. (5) ). The increase is larger than the results of Tables I and II using program CTARGET and gives confidence that long Budker targets can be used without loss of yield from secondary absorption effects.
